MORE THAN COATINGS:
PERFECT SKIN
CATALOGUE WOOD COATINGS EXTERIOR
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VR COATINGS – YOUR PARTNER
FOR MORE THAN COATINGS
Videre Rebus Coatings (VR Coatings) is an international
brand of Prime Top Alliance. We provide our customers with
sustainable and robust coating solutions for substrates such
as wood. Despite being a young, ambitious and dynamic
company, we possess a great deal of know-how and years
of experience as we have some of the most qualified experts
in the industry.
Our product portfolio includes exterior as well as interior
coatings, both solvent- and waterborne, with a particularly
wide colour range. Manufactured at our production sites
throughout Europe, the high quality and durability of our
product portfolio has been confirmed by external test
certificates and exposure tests.
But not only our products are first class, as we also provide
our customers with excellent additional services such as
training or marketing support. We are very proud of being
particularly customer-focused, meaning that our intercultural
knowledge teams work in close cooperation with our customers
to find the best, innovative and sustainable solutions.
VR Coatings takes the issues of sustainability and social
responsibility very seriously. These are two of our central
themes that are implemented throughout our company, and
we ensure that we never promise anything we can’t deliver.
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WOOD –
THE LIVING SUBSTRATE
Wood is one of the most difficult substrates to work with. As it is a living and growing
thing, every wood species is different and has its own characteristics. In order to create
a perfect skin that protects and improves the look of the wood surface, it is important
to understand more about it as a coating substrate. In general we divide wood into two
different groups: softwood and hardwood.
Softwood
In softwood the entire wood compound is responsible for
the transportation of water and nutrients. That is why the
water uptake of softwood is very high. The surface of a
cut and planed piece of softwood is smooth and does not
have any pores. Most of the softwoods have two different
parts. The sapwood is the lighter part of the wood and
can be found on the edge of the tree. This is the zone in
which water and nutrients are transported. The heartwood is the darker looking part of the wood in the inner
zone of the tree. This is where the resins are embedded
and no transportation of water takes place.
The biggest challenge for a coating system is to protect
against any discolouration from the resins. The most common softwood species for exterior use are spruce, pine
and larch.
Hardwood
In hardwood special veins called “tracheas” are responsible for the transportation of water and nutrients. These
veins can reach a length of several meters and are visible
as pores on the surface after cutting and planing. The
water uptake of hardwoods is lower than that of softwoods, and most of them contain special wood ingredients. The biggest challenge for a coating system is to wet
the pores in the best possible way and to protect against
discolouration from the ingredients. The most common
hardwood species for exterior use are meranti, oak and
sapelli.

SOFTWOOD

Spruce

WOOD MOISTURE
more than 30%

29 – 5%

under 5%

Water can press
the coating away

Nothing happens

Wood starts to shrinkle
and cracks the wood
can appear

Swelling and shrinking
If wood comes into contact with water, it normally begins
to absorb it. Water can be taken up by the wood up to a
wood moisture of 30%. When this happens, the wood
swells – softwood more than hardwood. If the wood
moisture is higher than 30%, water is released from the
wood and can begin to push the coating away. If the
wood dries again, it starts to shrink, and cracks in the
wood can appear. That is why it is particularly important
to choose the right system for the expected moisture
movement of the wood, and to apply the coating on
wood with a moisture level of between 12 and 15%.

HARD WOOD

Pine

Larch

Meranti

Oak

Sapeli
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CONSTRUCTIVE AND CHEMICAL
WOOD PROTECTION
When used as a material for construction, wood normally has to be protected from
external influences such as adverse weather conditions. These can range from
generally moist or wet, windy surroundings to a particularly dry environment in the
scorching sun. In order to preserve wood’s positive features, it can be protected by
either chemical or physical means.
But why is the chemical and/or physical protection of wood so important?
Most wood species can be a living
environment for fungus, which can
destroy or discolour them. Some
wood species profit from good natural durability, which comes from their
wood ingredients or resins. The heartwood of pine and larch contains a
high amount of resins which make it
hard for fungi to grow. The same
happens in oak or other wood species with a higher amount of wood
ingredients. They protect the wood
from fungi.
The most important factor for the
growth of fungi is the wood moisture. If the wood moisture is below
20% there is no chance of fungus
growing. However, if wood moisture
reaches a level of 20% or more, fungi
growth is possible. These fungi can
then destroy or discolour wood. It is
therefore important that wood is prevented from reaching a high level of
moisture. This can be achieved with
constructive wood protection.
Constructive wood protection
Constructive wood protection means
that all end grains have to be sealed,
and all exterior edges have to have a
radius of at least 2 mm. Furthermore,
the angle of all exterior parts has to

be at least 15° in order to avoid
water standing on the surface, and
appropriate gluing sealing of the
open end grain is required. If all these
aspects are adhered to, a stable
wood construction will not be able to
reach a wood moisture level of more
than 20%.
Chemical wood protection
Chemical wood protection is generally a continuous process, meaning
that fungicides have to be regularly

applied in order to ensure that fungi
are destroyed and do not reappear.
The chemical ingredients in the fungicide are taken up by the growing
fungi, which in turn cause them to
wilt away. However, if the use of fungicides ceases, the fungi can start to
grow again. It is therefore much
more important to use appropriate
constructive wood protection than
chemical wood protection.

r = 2 mm

ALL EDGES ON THE EXTERIOR SIDE
NEEDS TO HAVE AT LEAST 2 MM RADIUS
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CREATING THE PERFECT SKIN –

WOODWORKING AND PRIMER
The perfect skin for your wood construction will protect the substrate from harsh
environmental conditions and ensure a long lifetime of the wood. However, this
requires not only the right treatment of the wood, but also the correct preparation
before the paint system is applied.
It all begins with the right choice of wood. You should
avoid using wood with knots or separation of heart- and
sapwood. If possible, switch to “uncomplicated” wood
species like spruce in the opaque segment, as the natural
durability is the same as for scantlings made of pine or
larch with a sapwood content of more than 5%. Furthermore, it is very important to use sharp knives in the planing and wood working area to minimize the fibre rising
and the sanding.
Impregnating and priming
After the proper woodworking, the impregnation and/or
primer is applied. Hardwoods can be treated directly with
the primer. For opaque systems on porous wood the use
of a pigmented white primer is recommended in order to
achieve good pore filling from the start. Softwoods often
have the problem that their absorbtion is higher in some
areas than in others. Especially when it concerns dark
translucent colour shades, this could lead to spottiness on
the surface. However, in order to avoid this risk, you could
use impregnation as a first step. This helps to protect the
wood against rot and blue stain and gives the primer a
more even look. If your focus is more on sustainability and
a “green” product, you could also use our sanding primer

as a first step. This product ensures that the different
absorbtion across the wood is equalized. This also has the
benefit of reducing the amount of sanding in the following layers, as the fibres are hard enough to sand after the
sanding primer. If the initial woodworking was good,
additional sanding is not needed.
The right parameters for perfect results
In order to achieve a good runoff after dipping or flow
coating, it is vital to have the right basic parameters. It is
important to hang the parts up at no less than 15° angles
to allow the surplus material to run off. As the runoff requires a certain time, high humidity of at least 60% as
well as less air movement is required in the first 20 minutes of drying. After this “flash off zone”, a higher temperature and more air movement can speed up the drying. It is important to stick to the drying times which are
stated in the Technical Datasheet to avoid the risk of bad
adhesion of the following layers.
In order to avoid the risk of bacterial contamination,
please make sure that you store the material in a closed
tank or barrel and carry out a good cleanup of the tanks
and machines at least twice a year.
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CREATING THE PERFECT SKIN –

MIDCOAT AND SANDING
Similarly to human skin, a good coating system for the substrate of wood requires
individual layers that are perfectly linked to one another. The application of these layers
requires adherence to specific instructions in order to ensure the best possible results
and durability of the substrate. Coating systems require more than one layer to provide
protection and an appealing surface.
The first layer, the primer, is important for the adhesion of
the following layers. If this very thin layer is destroyed, the
outdoor durability of the coating system will suffer. The
second layer, the midcoat, is thicker than the primer. It
provides a great deal of benefits for the last layer.
The importance of a midcoat
First of all, the midcoat gives you a good body for sanding.
The primer is often sanded to cut the first rising fibres. As
the primer is very thin, it can actually be sanded away
rather quickly. However, this will not happen so fast when
it comes to the sanding of the midcoat. Furthermore, this
also excludes the risk of fibres rising again in the last layer.
The second reason for using a midcoat is the improved
pore filling. A thinner layer can cover and fill the pores
much better than a thick layer. The third reason for using
a midcoat is its good protection against discolouration of
wood ingredients. As this property is not always needed,
we have made it easy for you. You can use our standard
midcoats to ensure good grinding properties as well as
excellent pore filling for wood species where you do not
require special isolation.

TI

P

If you are dealing with a type of wood with a high amount
of wood ingredients, you can add our anti-tannin additive
SEDIPAN WV 012 to transform our normal midcoat
into an isolation midcoat. So all you need in your storage
is one material and one additive, and not a variety of
different midcoats.

TIPS FOR MIDCOAT AND SANDING

1.

 o not sand the primer, sand the midcoat!
D
If you detect too much rising fibre, check your wood
working machines or use our sanding primer.

2.

Always remove the sanding dust before coating!

3.

Use anti-tannin additive for isolation effect.

4.

Use our special midcoat for larch to avoid the typical
orange peel effect.

5.

S tick to the drying times stated in the Technical
Datasheet.
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CREATING THE PERFECT SKIN –

TOPCOAT BY SPRAY

The last vital layer of the skin is called topcoat. This finish has the purpose of providing a nice
look, as well as the right gloss and feel. The topcoat is also of vital importance when it comes
to the overall durability of the coating system, as it is the first protective layer that comes into
contact with the elements. It requires great accuracy when applying it to the substrate.
To get a perfect skin, the application by spray needs to be
done in the correct way. First of all, it is important to carry
out the spraying in the right conditions. This means that
the relative humidity should be between 50 and 60% for
waterborne products during spray application. Furthermore, the ideal temperature for spraying is between 20
and 23°C. Please ensure that the temperature does not
fall below 15°C.
Faultless spraying equipment
Once the surrounding conditions are right, you should
make sure your spray equipment is too. The best results
can be achieved with an air-mix pump. The ideal pressure
for material is 100bar, for atomizing air 1bar (for cup
spray gun please check details in Technical Datasheet).
Please make sure the filter is clean and change it if necessary. Do not increase the pressure to more than 120bar to
prevent micro foam on the surface. The right nozzle size
for our products depends on your individual preference.
Most of our products work with a nozzle size of 0.011
inches or 0.013 inches (0.23mm or 0.33mm). For more
details please refer to the Technical Datasheet.

Vital last step – the drying process
After application, the next important issue is the drying of
the topcoat. As always, it is important that the topcoat is
given 20 minutes in a flash off zone with at least 60%
humidity, 20°C and less air movement to give it the time
needed for the foam, which is created by the high pressure of pumping, to disappear. Furthermore, the wet film
also requires a certain time to level out nicely. Please avoid
temperatures of less than 15°C as this will stop the film
building process and can cause micro cracks.
After the time in the flash off zone, a higher temperature
and lower humidity is advisable to speed up the drying
process. Nevertheless, do not deviate from the drying
time stated in the Technical Datasheet and make sure you
have sufficient ventilation in the drying area. Even if the
film feels dry, please keep in mind that it takes 4-5 days
for waterborne systems until these are fully dried and film
formation is completed. After this time the film is able to
resist adverse weather conditions.
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CREATING THE PERFECT SKIN –

BRUSH APPLICATION AND MAINTENANCE
When creating the perfect skin, the application can follow not only by spray, but also by
using a brush to protect the wood and provide a decorative surface. However, surfaces,
whether applied by spray or brush, also requires maintenance at regular intervals in order
to ensure a long lifetime.
When applying the coating with a brush, it is important to
know exactly what type of wood construction you want
to coat. As the wood is subjected to different forces depending on the actual construction, this is a crucial
factor that has to be clarified before beginning with the
application.
Type of wood construction
Semi-stable wood constructions, like claddings or window
shutters, have a medium moisture movement. The layer on
top should therefore not be too thick, which is why the use
of our mid-film-building product SEDIPAN WACT 650
would be a good choice. Non-stable wood constructions,
like garden furniture or terraces, have a high moisture
movement. Any system that creates a layer would peel off
after a short time and renovation would take a lot of time
to sand away the non-stable coating. That is why we
have developed a special non-film-building with our 3in1
product SEDIPAN WACT 640.

TI

P

The right kind of brush
The application of waterborne products by brush is as
easy as with solvent-borne products if you use the right
brush. Due to the faster drying process, it is important
that you use a brush that provides a bigger surface. Brushes with special synthetic bristles, which are designed for
waterborne products, are ideally suited.

EXPERT TIPS FOR BRUSH APPLICATION
	Wet the brush with water before applying the paint.
This avoids paint drying on the upper end.
Clean the surface before brushing.
Never brush across the direction of the wood fibres.
If possible, work from joint to joint.
	If the weather is too hot, first brush water onto the
wood in order to slow down the drying time of the
coating.

A vital aspect – Maintenance of the perfect skin
As coatings – like human skin – require good care, it is
important to maintain the coatings from time to time. All
our brush products can be recoated without sanding after
cleaning the surface. Slight sanding is only required for
maintenance coats on spray top coats.
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JUST WHAT YOU NEED –
NOT MORE AND NOT LESS
To put it bluntly, we really know what we’re talking about. That is why our systems are
designed in such a way as to provide exactly what you need without making the whole
thing too complicated. We have kept our range of products short and simple but are
nevertheless able to fulfil all your needs.
VR Coatings takes pride in being able to understand what
is really required of a coating system. As such, we have
kept our product range to a minimum so that the system
remains easy to understand and use, yet is able to cater to
all needs. To start off with, our system has only two bases,
which makes it particularly simple to apply and reduces
storage space. Very often systems for exterior use have
three different bases to cover all possible colour shades.
Generally these are one base for translucent colours and
two bases for opaque colours (pigmented and colourless).
In contrast, our product range consists of only two bases,
where the colourless product can be used for translucent
and opaque colours, while the pigmented product can be
tinted or used as white. Furthermore, all systems can be
used for soft- as well as hardwood and provide astounding
opacity leading to reduced material consumption. The
standard products are easy to adapt for particular needs
through additives, while special systems can be used for
difficult wood types such as larch. In short: we’ve got a
system for all kinds of applications.

OUR SYSTEM – YOUR ADVANTAGES
	Just the right amount of products
to cover all applications
Only two bases required
Reduced storage space
For soft- as well as hardwood
Special additives for special needs
	Individual systems for difficult wood
species
	Reduced material consumption due
to high opacity
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YOUR BENEFITS
WHEN USING SEDIPAN
SEDIPAN is nothing short of a revolutionary system that uses cutting-edge technology
to provide coating solutions for a wide variety of wood applications. It is based on
in-depth research and an innate sense for colour, making this more than your average
coating system. Even the name itself is based on the chemical nomenclature that makes
SEDIPAN such an exceptional system.
Apart from the fact that SEDIPAN comes with the added
benefit of our comprehensive know-how and in-depth
services, it knows to impress with a colourless base that
can be used for opaque as well as translucent colours.
Furthermore, VR Coatings provides with SEDIPAN systems
that dry particularly quickly, with a drying time of just two
hours at room temperature for standard impregnation
and primer. Greater durability is achieved in the midcoats
through the use of state-of-the-art UV filter, which at the
same time provides longer colour stability in translucent
systems.

But even when it comes to additional features, SEDIPAN
is able to deliver, providing the possibility of effects such
as gold metallic, and additional products, like sanding
primers, sealers, cleaners, defoamers and anti-crater
applications. This all goes to show: we understand your
needs and have incorporated the respective solutions in
SEDIPAN – our product range for wood applications.

EXPLANATION PRODUCT NAMES

SEDIPAN WPUM 100
SEDIPAN

W = Water
PU = Polyurethan
M = Midcoat
100 = Transparent

VR COATINGS LIBRARY
S

Solvent

PU

Polyurethan

A

Additive

COC

Colorants

W

Water

PE

Polyester

PD

Patina Decapo

H

Hardener

T

Topcoat

V

Various

PC

Tinting Patina

ST

Thinner

M

Midcoat

PI

Pigment

AK

Alkyd

100, 300, 500

Transparent

P

Primer

SC

Stains

AC

Acrylat

200, 400, 600

Opaque
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STANDARD SYSTEM
TRANSLUCENT
YOUR BENEFITS
• protection against rot and blue stain
• even colour of the primer
•	good sanding properties of the
midcoat

•	furniture like surface with the finish
in gloss grades 30, 50, 90
• Midcoat for dipping: SEDIPAN WACM 300
• possibility to use opaque finish

IMPREGNATION: SEDIPAN WACP 100
PRIMER: SEDIPAN WACP 110
MIDCOAT: SEDIPAN WACM 310 or SEDIPAN WACM 300
TOPCOAT: SEDIPAN WACT 500
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IMPREGNATION

SEDIPAN WACP 100
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat impregnation
• fast drying
• protection against wood discolouring and destroying fungus
• achieves a more even colour appearance on softwood

PRIMER

• fast drying
• low grain raise
• even colour spreading primer
• contains UV-Filters
• good light resistance

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V100R993Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

SEDIPAN WACP 110
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat primer

ADDITIONALS

dipping, flow coating,
brush

PRODUCT CODE: V110R858Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

dipping, flow coating,
brush

Colours: On request

SEDIPAN WACM 310
MIDCOAT

Waterborne translucent spray midcoat
• excellent transparency and excellent levelling
• contains UV-Filters
• with additive SEDIPAN WV 012 very good isolating properties
espacially on oak
• good sanding properties

PRODUCT CODE: V310C864Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray

OR

MIDCOAT

SEDIPAN WACM 300
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat midcoat
• high transparency
• contains UV-Filters
• good sanding properties
• good pore filling

PRODUCT CODE: V300R608Cxx
AREA OF USE

TOPCOAT

• high concentration of UV-Filters
• high outdoor durability, surface like furniture
• nearly no white blushing
• fast drying
Gloss level: 30, 50, 90
Colours: On request

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

SEDIPAN WACT 500
Waterborne tranclucent spray topcoat

APPLICATION TYPE

dipping, flow coating

PRODUCT CODE: V500R888Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray
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STANDARD SYSTEM
OPAQUE
YOUR BENEFITS
•	protection against rot and blue stain

•	low fiber rising

• very good hiding power of the primer

• gloss grades 30, 50, 90

•	good sanding properties of the midcoat
•	good protection against yellowing
from resins

IMPREGNATION: SEDIPAN WACP 100
PRIMER: SEDIPAN WACP 200
MIDCOAT: SEDIPAN WACM 400
TOPCOAT: SEDIPAN WACT 600
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SPECIAL SYSTEM

IMPREGNATION

SEDIPAN WACP 100
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat impregnation
• fast drying
• protection against wood discolouring and destroying fungus
• achieves a more even colour appearance on softwood

PRIMER

• fast drying
• good isolating performance
• good sanding properties
• low fiber rising

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V100R993Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

SEDIPAN WACP 200
Waterborne white dip and flow coat primer

ADDITIONALS

dipping, flow coating,
brush

PRODUCT CODE: V200R871CWT
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

dipping, flow coating,
brush

Technical info: Concentrate, thin with 20% water

SEDIPAN WACM 400
MIDCOAT

Waterborne white spray midcoat
• high hiding power
• low water absorbtion
• low fiber rising
• good pore filling
• fast drying

PRODUCT CODE: V400R861CWT
AREA OF USE

TOPCOAT

• high elasticity
• good blocking resistance
• very good levelling with low layer thickness and high sagging
resistance
• low dirt pick up
Gloss level: 30, 50, 90

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

SEDIPAN WACT 600
Waterborne white spray topcoat

APPLICATION TYPE

spray

PRODUCT CODE: V600R888CWT
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray
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2K MIDCOAT SYSTEM
TRANSLUCENT
YOUR BENEFITS
• protection against rot and blue stain

•	low fiber rising

• even colour of the primer

• possibility to use opaque finish

•	good sanding properties of the midcoat

• gloss grades 30, 50, 90

• no problems with resins on oak

IMPREGNATION: SEDIPAN WACP 100
PRIMER: SEDIPAN WACP 110
MIDCOAT: SEDIPAN WPUM 320
TOPCOAT: SEDIPAN WACT 500
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IMPREGNATION

SEDIPAN WACP 100
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat impregnation
• fast drying
• protection against wood discolouring and destroying fungus
• achieves a more even colour appearance on softwood

PRIMER

• fast drying
• low grain raise
• even colour spreading primer
• contains UV-Filters
• good light resistance

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V100R993Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

SEDIPAN WACP 110
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat primer

ADDITIONALS

dipping, flow coating,
brush

PRODUCT CODE: V110R858Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

dipping, flow coating,
brush

Colours: On request

SEDIPAN WPUM 320
MIDCOAT

Waterborne translucent 2k spray midcoat

PRODUCT CODE: V130R905Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

• very good isolating properties
• very good levelling

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray

Technical info: mix with 20% Hardener SEDIPAN WH 025

SEDIPAN WACT 500

TOPCOAT

Waterborne tranclucent spray topcoat
• high concentration of UV-Filters
• high outdoor durability, surface like furniture
• nearly no white blushing
• fast drying
Gloss level: 30, 50, 90
Colours: On request

PRODUCT CODE: V500R888Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray
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2K PRIMER/MIDCOAT
SYSTEM OPAQUE
YOUR BENEFITS
• protection against rot and blue stain

•	low fiber rising

• very good hiding power of the primer

•	even better surface with the use of
SEDIPAN WACP 200 as primer before
using SEDIPAN WPUM 410

•	good sanding properties of the
midcoat
•	100% protection against yellowing
from resins

• gloss grades 30, 50, 90

IMPREGNATION: SEDIPAN WACP 100
PRIMER: SEDIPAN WACP 200
MIDCOAT: SEDIPAN WPUM 410
TOPCOAT: SEDIPAN WACT 600
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IMPREGNATION

SEDIPAN WACP 100
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat impregnation
• fast drying
• protection against wood discolouring and destroying fungus
• achieves a more even colour appearance on softwood

PRIMER

• fast drying
• good isolating performance
• good sanding properties
• low fiber rising

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V100R993Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

SEDIPAN WACP 200
Waterborne white dip and flow coat primer

ADDITIONALS

dipping, flow coating,
brush

PRODUCT CODE: V200R871CWT
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

dipping, flow coating,
brush

Technical info: Concentrate, thin with 20% water

SEDIPAN WPUM 410

MIDCOAT

Waterborne white 2K spray midcoat
• high hiding power
• low water absorbtion
• low fiber rising
• good pore filling
• perfect isolating properties
• can be used as Primer

PRODUCT CODE: V410R889CWT
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

Stable, semi stable

spray

Technical info: mix with 10% Hardener SEDIPAN WH 025

SEDIPAN WACT 600

TOPCOAT

Waterborne white spray topcoat
• high elasticity
• good blocking resistance
• very good levelling with low layer thickness and high sagging
resistance
• low dirt pick up
Gloss level: 30, 50, 90

PRODUCT CODE: V600R888CWT
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray
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2K TOPCOAT SYSTEM
TRANSLUCENT
YOUR BENEFITS
•	very good scratch resistance with good
weathering properties
•	no problem with hand cream and
skin grease

•	low fiber rising
•	even harder surface and lower water
uptake with use of SEDIPIAN WPUM
320 (2K midcoat) instead of SEDIPAN
WACM 310

IMPREGNATION: SEDIPAN WACP 100
PRIMER: SEDIPAN WACP 110
MIDCOAT: SEDIPAN WPUM 320 or SEDIPAN WACM 310
TOPCOAT: SEDIPAN WPUT 560
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SPECIAL SYSTEM

IMPREGNATION

SEDIPAN WACP 100
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat impregnation
• fast drying
• protection against wood discolouring and destroying fungus
• achieves a more even colour appearance on softwood

PRIMER

• fast drying
• low grain raise
• even colour spreading primer
• contains UV-Filters
• good light resistance

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V100R993Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

SEDIPAN WACP 110
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat primer

ADDITIONALS

dipping, flow coating,
brush

PRODUCT CODE: V110R858Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

dipping, flow coating,
brush

Colours: On request

MIDCOAT

SEDIPAN WPUM 320
Waterborne translucent 2k spray midcoat

PRODUCT CODE: V130R905Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

• very good isolating properties
• very good levelling
Technical info: mix with 20% Hardener SEDIPAN WH 025

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray

OR

SEDIPAN WACM 310
MIDCOAT

Waterborne translucent spray midcoat
• excellent transparency and excellent levelling
• contains UV-Filters
• with additive SEDIPAN WV 012 very good isolating properties
• good sanding properties

PRODUCT CODE: V310C864Cxx
AREA OF USE

TOPCOAT

• high chemical-mechanical resistance
• fast drying time
• good outdoor durability
• special for doors
Gloss level: 30
Colours: On request
Technical info: mix with 10% Hardener SEDIPAN WH 025

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

SEDIPAN WPUT 560
Waterborne translucent 2K spray topcoat

APPLICATION TYPE

spray

PRODUCT CODE: V560R890Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

doors,
wood-alu windows

spray
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2K TOPCOAT SYSTEM
OPAQUE
YOUR BENEFITS
•	very good scratch resistance with good
weathering properties
•	no problem with hand cream and
skin grease

•	low fiber rising
•	even harder surface and lower water
uptake with use of SEDIPAN WPUM
410 (2K midcoat) instead of SEDIPAN
WACM 400

IMPREGNATION: SEDIPAN WACP 100
PRIMER: SEDIPAN WACP 200
MIDCOAT: SEDIPAN WPUM 410 or SEDIPAN WACM 400
TOPCOAT: SEDIPAN WPUT 660

INTRODUCTION

WINDOWS

DOORS

LARCH

SPECIAL SYSTEM

IMPREGNATION

SEDIPAN WACP 100
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat impregnation
• fast drying
• protection against wood discolouring and destroying fungus
• achieves a more even colour appearance on softwood

PRIMER

• fast drying
• good isolating performance
• good sanding properties
• low fiber rising

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V100R993Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

SEDIPAN WACP 200
Waterborne white dip and flow coat primer

ADDITIONALS

dipping, flow coating,
brush

PRODUCT CODE: V200R871CWT
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

dipping, flow coating,
brush

Technical info: concentrate, thin with 20% water

SEDIPAN WPUM 410
MIDCOAT

Waterborne white 2K spray midcoat
• high hiding power
• low water absorbtion
• low fiber rising
• good pore filling
• perfect isolating properties

PRODUCT CODE: V410R889CWT
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray

Technical info: mix with 10% Hardener SEDIPAN WH 025

OR

SEDIPAN WACM 400
MIDCOAT

Waterborne white spray midcoat
• high hiding power
• low water absorbtion
• low fiber rising
• good pore filling
• fast drying

PRODUCT CODE: V400R861CWT
AREA OF USE

TOPCOAT

• high elasticity
• good blocking resistance
• very good levelling
• low dirt pick up
Gloss level: 30
Technical info: mix with 10% Hardener SEDIPAN WH 025

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

SEDIPAN WPUT 660
Waterborne white 2K spray topcoat

APPLICATION TYPE

spray

PRODUCT CODE: V660R890CWT
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

doors,
wood-alu windows

spray
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SPECIAL SYSTEM LARCH
TRANSLUCENT/OPAQUE
YOUR BENEFITS
•	very good protection against film
building problems on larch

•	possible to use opaque finish
•	
gloss grades 30, 50, 90

•	low fiber rising
•	good sanding properties of the
midcoat

IMPREGNATION: SEDIPAN WACP 100
PRIMER: SEDIPAN WACP 110
MIDCOAT: SEDIPAN WACM 330
TOPCOAT: SEDIPAN WACT 500 or SEDIPAN WACT 600

INTRODUCTION

WINDOWS

DOORS

LARCH

SPECIAL SYSTEM

IMPREGNATION

SEDIPAN WACP 100
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat impregnation
• fast drying
• protection against wood discolouring and destroying fungus
• achieves a more even colour appearance on softwood

PRIMER

• fast drying
• low grain raise
• even colour spreading primer
• contains UV-Filters
• good light resistance

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V100R993Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

SEDIPAN WACP 110
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat primer

ADDITIONALS

dipping, flow coating,
brush

PRODUCT CODE: V110R858Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

dipping, flow coating,
brush

Colours: On request

SEDIPAN WACM 330

MIDCOAT

Waterborne translucent spray midcoat for larch
• excellent transparency
• contains UV-Filters
• very good levelling
• good sanding properties
• special designed to protect against wood ingredients of larch

PRODUCT CODE: V330C938Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray

Technical info: Only for larch

SEDIPAN WACT 500

TOPCOAT

Waterborne translucent spray topcoat
• high concentration of UV-Filters
• high outdoor durability, surface like furniture
• nearly no white blushing
• fast drying

PRODUCT CODE: V500R888Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray

Gloss level: 30, 50, 90
Colours: On request

OR

SEDIPAN WACT 600
TOPCOAT

Waterborne white spray topcoat
• high elasticity
• good blocking resistance
• very good levelling with low layer thickness and high sagging
resistance
• low dirt pick up
Gloss level: 30, 50, 90

PRODUCT CODE: V600R888CWT
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray
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3IN1
PRODUCTS
YOUR BENEFITS
•	particularly well suited for wooden
houses, garden furniture, decking,
claddings, fences
•	low film building product for brush
and dip application
• good durability

• no flaking caused by weathering
• even colour
•	wood does not loose the natural feeling
•	film forming still works from 0–10°C if the
humidity is not too high!

SEDIPAN WACT 640

TOPCOAT

Waterborne translucent 3in1 (primer, mid-topcoat)
• low film building
• all-in-one product
• contains UV-Filters
• water-repellent
• no flanking during wathering
• easy to maintain
Colours: On request

PRODUCT CODE: V640R912Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

semi stable, unstable

dipping, flow coating,
brush

INTRODUCTION

WINDOWS

DOORS

LARCH

SPECIAL SYSTEM

ADDITIONALS

COLOURS

YOUR BENEFITS
•	particularly well suited for wooden
houses and claddings
•	mid film building product for brush and
spray application

•	good durability, easy to use, just one
product for every colour (no different
bases)

SEDIPAN WACT 650

TOPCOAT

Waterborne translucent/opaque 3in1 (primer, mid-topcoat)
• mid film building
• all-in one beam/cladding product
• easy to spray and brush
• gel-viscosity prevents from dripping
• contains UV-Filters
Colours: On request

PRODUCT CODE: V650R900Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

brush, spray
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NATURAL LOOK
SYSTEM
YOUR BENEFITS
• protection against rot and blue stain

• Midcoat for dipping: SEDIPAN WACM 300

• even colour of the primer

• possibility to use opaque finish

•	good sanding properties of the
midcoat

• Absolutely natural appearance

•	furniture like surface with the finish
in gloss grades 10

IMPREGNATION: SEDIPAN WACP 100
PRIMER: SEDIPAN WACP 110
MIDCOAT: SEDIPAN WACM 310 or SEDIPAN WACM 300
TOPCOAT: SEDIPAN WACT 505

INTRODUCTION

WINDOWS

DOORS

LARCH

SPECIAL SYSTEM

IMPREGNATION

SEDIPAN WACP 100
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat impregnation
• fast drying
• protection against wood discolouring and destroying fungus
• achieves a more even colour appearance on softwood

PRIMER

• fast drying
• low grain raise
• even colour spreading primer
• contains UV-Filters
• good light resistance

AREA OF USE

MIDCOAT

• excellent transparency
• contains UV-Filters
• excellent levelling
• with additive SEDIPAN WV 012 very good isolating properties
• good sanding properties

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

dipping, flow coating,
brush

PRODUCT CODE: V110R858Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

SEDIPAN WACM 310
Waterborne transparent spray midcoat

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V100R993Cxx

SEDIPAN WACP 110
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat primer

ADDITIONALS

dipping, flow coating,
brush

PRODUCT CODE: V310C864Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray

OR

SEDIPAN WACM 300
MIDCOAT

Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat midcoat
• high transparency
• contains UV-Filters
• good sanding properties
• good pore filling

PRODUCT CODE: V300R608Cxx
AREA OF USE

TOPCOAT

• natural effect
• good outdoor durability
• very good levelling
Gloss level: 10

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

SEDIPAN WACT 505
Waterborne translucent spray topcoat

APPLICATION TYPE

dipping, flow coating

PRODUCT CODE: V505R888C30
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5 l /20 l

stable, semi stable

spray
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SPECIALS
SEDIPAN WACP 115
Waterborne translucent dip and flow coat sanding primer
• very good sanding abilities
• lowers the grain raising of the following layers
• achieves a more even colour appearance on softwood

PRODUCT CODE: V115R858Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
5l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

dippig, flow coating,
brush

Technical info: Mix 5 l SEDIPAN WACP 115 with 15 l water

SEDIPAN WV 024
Waterborne spray and brush end grain sealer
• reduce water uptake through sealing of the end grain
• good flow in joints and pores
• easy to use

PRODUCT CODE: V024R900CXX
AREA OF USE

• reduce water uptake through sealing of the end grain
• good flow in joints and pores
• easy to use
Note: Only to use in V-Joints

PACKAGING
0,25 l

stable, semi stable,
unstable

SEDIPAN WV 022
Waterborne squeezing V-Joint sealer

APPLICATION TYPE

spray, brush

PRODUCT CODE: V022R900CXX
AREA OF USE

stable, semi stable

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING

Squeezing

2,5 l

INTRODUCTION

WINDOWS

DOORS

LARCH

SPECIAL SYSTEM

VARIOUS

COLOURS

HARDENER
SEDIPAN WH 025
Hardener for waterbased products

PRODUCT CODE: V025R750Cxx
PACKAGING
1l

SEDIPAN WH 028
Hardener for waterbased products

PRODUCT CODE: V028R780Cxx
PACKAGING
1l
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ADDITIVES
SEDIPAN WV 005

PRODUCT CODE: V005R901CAC

Anti foam additive

PACKAGING

• Additive used in dipping and flow-coating systems to reduce foaming during working process

1l

Technical info: Add max 0,5%, premix with water 1:1

SEDIPAN WV 007

PRODUCT CODE: V007R903CRD

Retarder

PACKAGING

• Additive to slow the drying process during the summer month

1l

Technical info: Add from 5 to 20%

SEDIPAN WV 010

PRODUCT CODE: V010R907CAD

Thickener for spray products

PACKAGING

• Additive used to increase viscosity of the WB spray products

1l

Technical info: Add from 2 to 5 %

SEDIPAN WV 011

PRODUCT CODE: V011R916CAE

Anti bacteria additive

PACKAGING

• Additive used to protect WB dip and flow coat products from bacteria

1l

Technical info: Add from 1 to 5%, premix with water 1:1 before use

SEDIPAN WV 012

PRODUCT CODE: V012R902CEB

Anti-Tannin additive

PACKAGING

• Additive to get better isolation on midcoats, especially for SEDIPAN WACM 310 to protect topcoat from discolouration

1l

Technical info: Add 1%, premix with water 1:1 before use

SEDIPAN WV 013

PRODUCT CODE: V013R911CPH

PH corrector

PACKAGING

• Additive used to modify PH of

1l

Technical info: Add from 0,5 to 1%

INTRODUCTION

WINDOWS

DOORS

LARCH

SPECIAL SYSTEM

SEDIPAN WV 015

VARIOUS

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V015R919CBG

Anti crater additive

PACKAGING

• Additive used to reduce craters and fish-eyes problems

1l

Technical info: Add max 0,5%

SEDIPAN WV 016

PRODUCT CODE: V016R904CEL

Crosslinker WB products

PACKAGING

• Crosslinker for WB topcoats, can increase chemical and physical performance of the topcoat

1l

Technical info: Add from 0,5 to 2%

SEDIPAN WV 018

PRODUCT CODE: V018R913COA

Matting additive

PACKAGING

• Additive used to reduce the level of gloss of the topcoat

1l

Technical info: Add from 1 to 5%

SEDIPAN WV 020

PRODUCT CODE: V020R906CUB

UV absorber

PACKAGING

• UV filter
• increase UV resistance

1l

Technical info: Add from 1 to 2%
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OUR WORLD –
A TRUE FESTIVAL OF COLOUR
While many manufacturers provide mere coating systems,
we actually provide a world of colour. Our perception of
colour is based on profound thinking and manifests itself
in all the products and services we provide. It is safe to say
that the deeper you delve into a matter, the more you will
understand it – and when it comes to colour, we’ve gone
pretty-much as deep as you can go.
Following the perceptions of the Theory of Colours, published by the great
German poet and scientist Johann Wolfgang von Goethe in the early 19th
century, we too have spent much time and effort deliberating about the nature
of colours and how these are perceived by humans. It is thus that we can
proudly say that we have gone further than most to actually understand what
constitutes colour, the effects it has, and how just the right colours can actually be created. We believe that colour really spices up our lives and are therefore true advocates of magnificent colours.
A truly modern as well as natural colour system
Our colour system was designed to support the naturalness of the substrates
it is applied on and to emphasize the natural beauty. We implement state-ofthe-art technologies to develop sophisticated pigment combinations that not
only underline the look of the respective substrate but also minimize the physical effects caused by UV light and climatic influences. The individual colour
combinations are created by using special software in conjunction with manual or industrial colour dispensing machines. Our customers are therefore given
the possibility of creating and adapting individual colours through the use of
spectroscopes, thus enabling particularly rapid colour selection and production.
A world of colour ideally suited to your needs
Although we are able to provide all manner of colours, our world of colours is
generally influenced by Mediterranean colour creations with a particular focus
on all kind of translucent colours. We have found that the use of RAL and NCS
colour samples is ideally suited for opaque colours, while the individual shades
are approved for the respective application area and installation position in
accordance with the Rosenheim Table.
Goethe ascertained that there is a difference between the optical spectrum of
colours and the phenomenon of human colour perception. However, we are
sure that our colours will always be perceived as truly magnificent, not least
due to the unique surface quality of our coating systems that ensures the longterm durability of the colours.

INTRODUCTION

WINDOWS

VR Colours:
This covering collection is based on stable,
lightfast pigments, and provides design
colour shades such as pastel shades.

Mediterranean Translucent Colours:
This glazing collection provides increased
UV protection and transparency, enabling
an esthetic emphasis of the wood grain.

RAL Colours:
This standard RAL collection provides covering
colour shades, and is well known in the market
due to its proven, high-quality colour shades.

DOORS

LARCH

SPECIAL SYSTEM

ADDITIONALS

COLOURS
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www.vr-coatings.net
info@vr-coatings.net
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